
Why I CHOSE Ron Paul and Andrew Napolitano. 
 

I began this certification campaign as a Birthday present to myself, NOT out of hero worship.  Someone 

ask me what would I like for my Birthday.  I replied, “To cast a vote for Dr. Ron Paul for President and 

Judge Andrew Napolitano as Vice-President AND HAVE IT BE COUNTED.”  My friend’s response 

was, “Good luck with that!” 

 

On September 10, I called the Office of the California Secretary of State.  After all of the Big Whoope-

dee-doo in the month of May, I figured there would be a big drive to get Ron Paul certified as a Write-In 

Candidate.  But no, there was no one and nothing going on.  There was not a single Declaration for Write-

In Candidacy - Presidential Elector on file with their office.  Considering how simple the task, I was 

dumbfounded, but not deterred.  My wife and I filed our Declarations.  That was it I had made the effort.  

 

I just knew that when I made a few posts on a few Ron Paul-focused websites and told of my effort, 

people would flock to join the party.  I mean, there were all those YouTube videos of the California 

rallies, the chanting of “President Paul, President Paul.” There are such really cool graphics. This was 

going to be like shooting fish in a barrel………NOT!! 

 

One month later I had finally reached a point of frustration where I just had to vent.  Vent I did with “Feel 

the Pain, California.” 

 

What I did not realize at the time I vented, was the precipitated withdrawal experienced by some of the 

really Super-Star organizers of Ron Paul’s Grassroots campaign.  The apparently abrupt “cutting off” of 

political fuel was very traumatic.  This was only possible because of the intensity of their, belief, fervor 

and physical activity.  As this few spiraled without direction and “circled the drain”, so did the many who 

look to them for guidance, support and most importantly the truth.  I began to understand the “white hot” 

intensity of Ron Paul’s Citizens.  I began to appreciate their current condition and state of mind. 

 

In the course of gathering the required number of Electors, I spoke with a lot of young people who 

worked for Ron Paul’s campaign. In talking with them a disturbing pattern began emerging.  For many it 

was the first time they became truly emotionally vested in something as intense as standing on principle.  

In this highly charged cloud of exuberance, they were ill prepared to handle the apparent suddenness of 

the suspending of his campaign. What once was a formally structured, engaging and focused environment 

suddenly became fractured and quickly dissipated.  They felt confused, deflated and a bit lost.  It was as 

though a very dear friend had been killed in a car crash and they hadn’t been given a chance to say good-

bye, before their friend died.  Disillusionment and Self Recrimination lingers. 

 

I am not one to coddle and attempt to shield individuals from the lessons of a learning experience.  I do, 

however, see our Write-In Ron Paul Campaign as a great opportunity to address principles and validate 

effort on many different levels of appreciation, recognition and joy. 

 

The focus of our efforts is NOT about campaign fundraising, spending on campaign participation.  The 

focus is to bring governance back closer to the people so that the people who are most affected by passed 

legislation will have a greater voice in the creation of that legislation. 

 

We have demonstrated in gathering the required number of Presidential Electors made up of ourselves, 

this is not a campaign of Finances.  This is a campaign of the Heart…the Heart of Philosophy…the Heart 

of Ideals…the Heart of raising the Constitutional awareness level of the citizens here in California. 

 

The same Methodical, Focused and Strategic guidelines we followed to get the Ron Paul / Andrew 

Napolitano Write-In ticket Certified ARE NOW incorporated in to our 10 DAYS TO WIN 55 Plan.   



 

Anyone who thinks the effort to get Ron Paul / Andrew Napolitano certified was a “lucky fluke” or we 

“just made” the deadline because one last person hand-delivered their Declaration, you are WRONG and 

MISTAKEN about what it takes to get a person elected President of the United States.  And you 

REALLY don’t understand or APPRECIATE the work ethics of others. 

 

The required number of Electors was secured in less than 72 hours, AFTER 200+ “one-on-one” telephone 

and “face-to-face” conversations.  Anyone who has had to do telephone calling to make appoints knows 

more than 200 phone calls were made in that 96 hours.  Starting to get it? 

 

We began calling at 2:00pm (10/14) and by 11:00 (10/17) ALL the necessary WORK was DONE.   

 

The Declarations were in snail-mail by the 17
th

, the “overnights” by the 18
th

, the “Fedexs” the 19
th

, the 

“hand-deliveries” and the “faxes” the 22-23.  THAT AIN’T LUCK, PEOPLE!  THAT’S WORK. 

 

These people were in the funk of a fractured and confused movement, just like the majority of California 

Ron Paul supporters still in academic discussions on the validity of other candidates and campaigns.  

 

You’re NOT FOR Ron Paul?  FINE, I GET IT…NOW GET OUT OF OUR WAY. 

 

WE DON’T HAVE TIME FOR POLITICAL DIATRIBES.  WE ARE LOOKING FOR VOTERS WHO 

WANT TO TAKE AN ACTIVE ROLE IN WINNING 55 CALIFORNIA ELECTORAL VOTES FOR 

RON PAUL. 

 

All the people involved with the CERTIFICATION effort are excited, motivated and locked into the 10 

DAYS TO WIN 55 Plan.  They know it is our best shot, because all they have to focus on is the next 24 

hours.  If you weren’t part of the Ron Paul /Andrew Napolitano certification effort, now is your chance to 

experience a movement that GOT DISCERNABLE RESULTS. 

 

BUT, PLEASE BEWARE … There was one question that ALWAYS drew a pause from the person who 

had to answer.  The question was asked of EVERYONE who said they were “going to” send in their 

Declaration for Write-In Candidacy – Presidential Elector… 

 

“Can I Count On You To Do It?” 


